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Breaking Barriers to Learning in  
Primary Schools

Breaking Barriers to Learning in Primary Schools takes an expert and informative look at 
the Integrated Children’s Services agenda in practice in today’s primary schools and 
examines the ways in which an increasing number of different professionals help to 
improve children’s life chances. The author examines the roles of those employed 
directly by the schools themselves, for instance learning mentors, teaching assistants 
and those employed in health or social work and other agencies, such as school 
nurses, educational social workers, study support workers, school attendance workers 
and educational psychologists. A final section looks at the work of volunteers and 
consultants.

Through an exploration of how each individual helps break down barriers to 
children’s learning, this book:

   Examines the growth and development of the children’s workforce

   Provides a broad and integrated view of the wider school network

   Explores the roles of individuals within the school workforce

   Makes links to Every Child Matters and Extended Schools initiatives

   Provides evidence of breaking down barriers, through interviews and studies with 
those working at the heart of integrated schools

   Presents an analysis of recent statistics relating to children’s lives

   Gives practical advice for good practice throughout.

An essential text for all those working in education and in training to become part 
of this wider school network, this book takes into account the findings of the recent 
Primary Reviews, government data and original research to fully explain how to build, 
maintain and successfully work with today’s primary children. It is an excellent text 
for Foundation Degree students, as well as those studying education studies and those 
training to be teachers.

Pat Hughes is Senior Lecturer at Liverpool Hope University, teaching on 
undergraduate and postgraduate initial teacher training courses, as well as more 
generic undergraduate and postgraduate Education Studies courses. She is a course 
leader for a Master’s Level Course in Integrated Children’s Services and is also a 
Non-Executive Director of a Primary Care Trust (NHS), which operates in a local 
authority where both health and social care share budgets. The authority is recognised 
nationally as a leader in this field of partnership.
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Introduction

Helpers make learning easier.
(Year 4 child when asked to identify what made learning easier)

Part 1
This book aims to look at the wider primary school workforce in terms of the ways 
in which different members of this workforce identify and break down barriers to 
learning. The Children’s Plans and the ‘Every Child Matters’ (ECM) agenda are closely 
linked to this concept of a wider school workforce, within an Integrated Children’s 
Services (ICS) framework. Currently, this is bureaucratically alive and well, but the 
operational complexities, i.e. the aspects that actually influence children’s day-to-day 
lives, are still being worked out. The second part of the book provides some of the 
stories about how this is happening.

Breaking Barriers to Learning is intended to help all members of this wider school 
workforce to identify its enormity and examine the sort of work that is being done in 
our primary schools. It is also about opening an information portal in thinking about 
different ways of working with children for those who are currently on courses from 
which they will gain some qualification that identifies them as likely to work with 
children and young people – indeed, some of the people you might meet working in a 
school. It helps to provide a broader view of the school workforce if you are aware of 
who may be working in schools – what they do and how they do it, what barriers they 
feel they are lifting and how they are doing it.

The initial impetus for this book came from a day’s attendance at a course on 
updating legislation and practice on Safeguarding Children. This was in liaison with 
a primary school where I had taught and at which I am now a governor. I walked 
into the Local Authority (LA) Conference Centre and looked at the 50 or so people 
sitting at tables, wandering around with coffee, chatting and networking. I assumed at 
first glance that we were being given the input as part of a local cluster of schools and 
those in this conference hall represented three or four different schools in our local 
cluster. When I sat down, I quickly realised that I knew a lot of people. Moreover, 
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they worked at the school. This turned out to be not three or four primary schools, 
but just one school. They were all educational professionals in the school workforce. 
Each had different roles and responsibilities in the school, but, ultimately, their work 
involved making a difference to the lives of the primary children with whom they 
worked. This was a school that I knew very well. I knew, at one level, that it employed 
far more people than when I had worked there. However, the visual impact was quite 
staggering, as the presenter herself commented.

About 3 months later, I interviewed the headteacher and Table 0.1 represents just 
some of the people who were there that day. Some of the people were employed 
directly by the school, some of them were part funded by the school and some of us 
were volunteers. The headteacher and I then discussed other professionals, who came 
into the school, but who had not been present at the Safeguarding Children day. For 
this particular school they included:

   Generic health professionals – the school nurse, Healthy School Programme workers

   Sensory Impaired Team – speech and language worker, educational psychologist, 
behaviour support, educational social worker

   Social Services – family workers

   Environmental services – eco-schools project, including eco-play project, recycling

   Subject specialists – sports coaches

   Technology – computer system support, including safeguarding package

   Whole-school support systems – Intensive Support Programme (ISP) (comes 
into action if school SATs fall below 60%); numeracy and literacy consultants;  
Education Change Partner (ECP); School Improvement Partner (SIP); 

TABLE 0.1 Attendees at a safeguarding conference

RoLe emPLoyed By

16 teachers plus headteacher, deputy 
headteacher

School

8 TAs 6 employed by the school, 2 funded by both 
school and LA

1 HLTA School
1 Lm School – partly funded by LA
3 administrative workers School
1 site manager School
1 parent mentor School – partly funded by LA
9 welfare assistants – some with dual  
roles as cleaners and servers of food

School

5 governors Volunteers: two local authority 
representatives, one a community 
representative and two parent governors

1 vicar Volunteer and also a governor
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external consultants, employed by the school but advised by the LA; Behaviour 
Improvement Team (BIP); Behaviour and Education Support Team (BEST); 
Minority Ethnic Group (MEG).

Note that this list is by no means definitive. LAs are given central statutory 
obligations, but choose to implement them in ways that best fit their own circumstances 
– political and social. There is also a growth in the numbers of those contracted in for 
short periods of time.

Some of those employed by the local authority and other agencies also provide 
services to the schools (Table 0.2). Sometimes, this may be on a very regular basis, 
for example the private companies and charities who run extended schools services 
in many areas. Sometimes, it may be as part of school or local/central government 
authority projects; for example the fire officer interviewed in Part 2 was called into 
primary schools with colleagues to look at the work of the fire service.

TABLE 0.2 other educational professionals providing services to children in primary schools

Generic LA (integrated 
services, leisure, libraries, 
etc.)

emergency duty team 
(safeguarding)

youth offending team

CAFASS (Court and Family 
Court Advisory Support 
Service)

Primary Care Trust (NHS), 
e.g. school dentists

Child and adolescent mental 
health services

Work experience – some of 
whom are paid

Substance misuse such 
as anti-smoking – LA and 
charities

Children’s welfare charities 
such as the NSPCC, 
The Children’s Society, 
Barnardo’s, Save the 
Children, Children in Need

Charities directed to 
the child e.g. ChildLine, 
Rainbows.
may include professionally 
trained play workers

Charities linked with 
academic need, e.g. 
volunteer reading

Professionals working 
with children in museums, 
galleries, visitor centres, 
outdoor centres

Before- and after-school 
clubs – private companies 
and charities

Local authority initiatives 
linked to specific strategies, 
such as literacy, numeracy 
and citizenship

Play and holiday schemes

Theatre in education Author/artist in residence 
schemes

Creative Partnerships

Police/road and/or rail 
safety/fire prevention 
– Safety for Schools 
programme workers

Faith workers Specialist curricular support 
from private companies – 
modern foreign languages 
(mFL), sports, drama, dance, 
music, arts workshops

extended from Hughes (2008).
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Book overview

This book looks at how and why in the years since I worked in that school there 
has been an increase in the number of those working in the school. Ironically, or 
paradoxically, there has also been a decrease in the number of teachers employed. It 
has been a gradual process, largely led by different central government policy changes 
and initiatives, which have required a broader and more specialist workforce in 
schools. There have also been pressures by outside agencies, including LA health and 
social care departments, to have a greater direct input in schools.

This is reflected elsewhere, as other organisations such as the police and fire 
services reach out to primary pupils. In the past many of these services, who are now 
quite heavily involved in primary schools, would have left any educational work they 
did to the secondary sector, for example sports coaches. Now, the far-seeing ones are 
reaching out into both primary and preschool settings.

Part 1

Chapter 1 looks at this growth of what is now known as the Children’s Workforce 
and some of the opportunities and challenges it presents to our primary schools. This 
first chapter also looks for a definition of an educational professional, particularly 
for organisations and agencies who do not necessarily see themselves as working as 
part of the school-based element of a wider Children’s Workforce or who do not see 
themselves as educational professionals.

Chapters 2–6 provide a framework for work in primary schools today. This looks 
beyond the more usual texts directed generally at the teacher and may improve their 
practice. These chapters look at specific challenges for primary pupils as effective 
learners from a number of different research disciplines.

Chapter 2 looks directly, and critically, at how data collection is being used to  
identify differential performance in primary schools. This, in turn, raises important 
questions about the data collection and the political agenda that drives the huge 
statistical public databases for school performance. It is important because primary 
school Standard Assessment Tasks/Tests (SATs) results have been in the public domain 
for several years, and judgements made about school effectiveness are based on these 
scores.

Chapter 3 acknowledges that child poverty is still seen, by policy-makers, as a major 
determinant of school performance. Often this is known as the postcode lottery. This 
chapter provides a useful guide to the historical, political and sociological background 
to ways in which child poverty has been defined and challenged over the years.

Chapter 4 acknowledges that in order to look at ways in which barriers to learning 
can be addressed by educational professionals, we need greater knowledge about the 
learning process. Much of current educational provision takes a fairly traditional 
approach to how children learn and this does provide some sort of starting point for 
looking at how children are identified as learners. The chapter also looks at differing 
constructs of the child as a learner over a period of time, and enables the reader to 
question and reflect on how current constructs of childhood may be influencing how 
schools and pupils see themselves. The interviews in the second part of the book 
show how many of those working with children to raise barriers to learning hold 
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different constructs to childhood and families than those hidden within the Qualified 
Teacher Status (QTS) standards for teachers.

Chapter 5 moves into looking beneath the surface of schools at learning and 
teaching practices and the general school environment. It explores ways in which to 
identify some hidden curriculum barriers for primary children.

The following chapter looks at some of the challenges and changes for primary 
schools. Some of these arise directly from the previous chapters, but some are linked 
to more general changes in society, technology and the growing scientific base for 
learning.

All of the chapters in Part 1 have suggested activities and tasks throughout, which 
work to support understanding of the ideas. In Part 2, this is replaced by the general 
suggestion that the best way of gaining further understanding is for the reader to 
interview educational professionals themselves. This can be done by using the 
semistructured format used for this book or developing an alternative approach. 
Certainly, for working in one school, or in one setting, for example health, it would 
be necessary to change the format, as there are likely to be sensitive issues raised by 
some questions.

Part 2

In the second part of the book, those who work in schools tell their stories. These 
are the operational workers who carry out the day-to-day, year-on-year practical tasks 
of working with primary children to make a difference to their lives. Some, such as 
TAs, are directly involved in conventional teaching. Others are in more diverse, and 
often more dynamic, areas of children’s lives, such as family support workers (FSWs). 
The missing element in this second part of the book is the primary class teacher. This 
is because its purpose is to highlight the work of the more invisible members of the 
primary school community. The increase in the number of support workers is clearly 
changing the role of the primary class teacher and books such as Principles of Primary 
Education (Hughes 2008) illustrate some elements of this change.

We look first, in Chapter 7, at the work of the TAs, who spend the majority of their 
working life working in classrooms. Chapter 8 contains interviews with five primary 
mentors and looks with them at their roles of the learning mentor, behaviour mentor 
and parent mentor. Chapter 9 provides a primary case study, drawn from an Ofsted 
report, that described the team as ‘An Exceptional Pastoral Care Team’. Two members 
of this team, a counsellor and a family support worker, were interviewed, as was the 
headteacher, and it was a genuine privilege to be able to attend one of their meetings, 
which is also recorded in this chapter.

Chapter 10 looks at the work of five professionals working in different local 
authority attendance, health and study support teams. These were just a number of 
professionals, who work either directly or indirectly with primary children, who, in 
four instances, had trained as teachers and were using that expertise to inform and 
support different professionalisms.

Chapter 11 examines an example of how one local authority started to plan for 
improved integrated working in relation to its schools services. This work had been 
well on its way prior to the ECM agenda, but has developed and continues to develop. 
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This is also the case for the professionals interviewed in Chapter 12, who were 
employed by the police and fire service. Their role is changing in relation to primary 
schools and, in some cases, older police officers recognised a pattern from the past 
which had disappeared but appears to be returning. The final interview chapter looks 
at the work of those who work in charities, consultants and volunteers.

Searching for a wider academic base

This book is not a traditional academic text, but the first section in particular is 
informed by academic research in various fields, which I have loosely described 
as social science perspectives, in particular sociology, psychology, social history, 
philosophy, politics and economics. Table 0.3 provides a simple overview of this. 
As many of those I have chosen to define as educational professionals come from 
different professional backgrounds, some of the theoretical and practical strands of 
their training have important implications for those whose training is heavily school 
based and vice versa.

The book is also informed by the two reviews of primary education, which reported 
early in 2009.

The Primary Review and the Primary Curriculum Review

In 2006, the government set up a review of primary schools under the stewardship of 
Robin Alexander of the University of Cambridge. Its purpose was to draw together 
data from a variety of sources to make recommendations for future national policy 
related to primary schools and other relevant agencies. Section 6 of this Primary 
Review has several papers that provide an overview of the research in this area of 
multi-agency work. The Review papers do provide some excellent research evidence 
for both what has happened in the past, and what is likely to happen in the future for 
a much wider school agenda. Many covered good literature reviews of much of the 
action-based research that has been carried out in recent years.

The following year, the government set up a review of the primary curriculum 
under Sir James Rose. This was far more limited in terms of its remit and was told 
not to look at key issues such as assessment and testing. In the Alexander Review 
this had proved very politically controversial, with clear conclusions about testing 
practices and procedures in primary schools. The Rose Review, as it came to be called, 
looked at how the primary curriculum should change to ensure all children gain a 
good grounding in reading, writing, speaking, literacy and numeracy. Both reported 
in 2009.

The Rose curriculum review was a political document that captured the political 
middle ground on what should happen in primary schools. From its initial creation it 
was obvious that it was much more likely to influence what happened in the schools 
over the next few years and certainly take up those most important media sound bites.
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TABLE 0.3 Research areas that inform professionals working with primary pupils

ReSeARCH AReA ReLeVANT iNFLueNCeS oN PuPiLS iN TodAy’S SCHooLS

Historical Tradition of schooling in this country; oral history of schooling within 
a child’s family, their own experience of schooling, both in the uK and 
elsewhere

Sociological Life chances; labelling; distinct groups, communities and family 
patterns identified as ‘problematic’; these include race, gender, class, 
faith, special needs, inclusion and equality issues

Psychological Learning theories, developmental and personal psychology; social 
psychology, including the social construction of childhood

economic Poverty – in a community and/or family; built-in limits on central/local 
government and family funding, poverty dynamics

Political Political ideologies related to education resulting in legislation and 
guidelines (local and national) covering nearly all of school provision, 
rights of the individual, role of the state, inspection procedures 
the national ofsted report for 2002 identified underperformance in 
disproportional numbers in minority ethnic and faith groups, travellers, 
asylum seekers and refugees; pupils with english as an additional 
language; pupils with special educational needs; looked-after children; 
gifted and talented children; other children, such as sick children, 
young carers, families under stress, pregnant girls, teenage mothers; 
disaffected and excluded pupils; inequalities issues

Geographical demographic factors; economic, social, political and regional factors; 
international relations

Legal international, european and national rights of the child; statutory 
obligations related to attendance, behaviour towards children, etc.

educational educational policy, technology, teaching methods, training of teachers 
and other educators plus all of the above

Health and social 
care

Physical and social development from birth onwards, holistic child 
development, diet and nutrition, health and community care, hygiene, 
safeguarding

Social 
administration

Welfare, public services, delivery, social policy

management management theories, systems processes, planning for change, 
operational and strategic management, financial management, 
budgets, inspection

Generic and 
developing areas

Such as childhood studies, inclusion, disability, family learning, 
education studies, family and identity programmes
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This book is also informed by my own and colleagues’ experiences of visiting many 
primary schools all over the country, talking and working with both children and staff 
and interviewing many of the workers involved directly about their work in relation 
to breaking barriers to learning.

Defining and expanding the current definition of  
‘barriers to learning’

The expression ‘barriers to learning’ comes from the initial documentation related to 
the creation, training and employment of school-based learning mentors in inner city 
schools (DfES 1999a). This initiative was originally aimed at improving inclusion and 
the definition was further refined by different local authorities and schools to provide 
a workable job specification, such as the following: ‘to overcome barriers to learning 
in whatever form they may take to assist pupils to reach their individual potential’. 
This definition is the one most commonly used and covers the work of many of those 
working in our primary schools.

It does, however, need expanding, because the ‘barriers’ in this definition are seen 
very much on the child’s side. It implies that it is the child who holds the barriers to 
learning within themselves, which a trained educational professional can help to break 
down. This book, and certainly many of those interviewed for it, felt that there are 
also other barriers that are created in the minds and structures of our society. The first 
few chapters of this book look at these in more detail. In Chapter 2, for example, we 
look at the way in which research evidence has been gathered to give hard data about 
the performance of different social and economic groups. This can – and often does – 
lend itself to stereotyping and stigmatising children who fit into specific groups. These 
sort of barriers are very much harder to identify because they are deeply embedded in 
our society and in our own minds.

Barriers to learning for some children may be a direct result of the institution of 
school itself and its place in our society. International comparisons are useful here. 
One of the comparisons most questioned is the very early age our UK children come 
to school; in many European countries, entry to school can be 1–2 years later. This 
enables children to spend more time in kindergarten, where the focus is on a much 
more holistic, play-related curriculum; it may be that for many young children in the 
UK this practice could prevent barriers being raised at a very early age. Certainly, there 
has been much media, as well as research, attention to the Foundation Stage profiling 
that takes place when children reach the end of the Foundation Stage. This identifies 
what 5-year-olds should be able to do when they enter Key Stage 1. A prominent 
argument is that this can place too heavy a pressure on some children who may not 
be ready for the sort of direct teaching some of the learning outcomes may require. 
After all, a child born in June, July or August of an academic school year is very much 
younger than those in the same class born in September, October and November.

Finally, the very word ‘barriers’ has a negative feel about it; rather like the word 
‘problems’, which, when I was a social worker many years ago, was used as a pejorative 
adjective to describe many of the families with whom we worked. It is more positive 
to think of ‘problems’ and ‘barriers’ as challenges and opportunities. Certainly, many 
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of those involved with this book have seen their tasks as challenges and worked hard 
at the strategies to break the ‘barriers’ to learning. When strategies have not worked 
as expected, they have been ready to try and find out why not and what can be learnt 
from their own ‘informal’ data collection.

Conclusion

In this introduction, we have noted the increasing numbers of adults working in 
our primary schools today. We have described these as educational professionals and 
roughly classified them as those employed by the school, those employed by the local 
authority, those whose work includes supplying services to the school and those who 
work as volunteers in school. The introduction has defined what is meant in this book 
by ‘breaking barriers to learning’ and broaden the term ‘educational professionals’ to 
move beyond the school gates.

Part 2

The children

But before we go further to look at this school workforce, we should look at what the 
main school workforce think; those who so often get ignored – the children. They 
work hard, often in quite crowded and uncomfortable conditions with no pay and 
little control over what they do. They often have to ask permission to move or to go 
to the toilet and only in the last few years have they been allowed to have something 
to drink during their working hours. Most of them work from 9.00 am to about 3.15 
pm, with time for one or two short breaks and a lunch-time of up to 1 hour. Others 
start at 8.00 am and finish at 6.00 pm.

Two classes (Year 2 and Year 4) were asked what they found easy to learn and 
what they found difficult. One class recorded what was easy to learn and then what 
was difficult and the other identified difficulties/challenges/barriers first and then 
compared these with when they found learning easier. Table 0.4 shows their views in 
the ‘adultspeak’ of this book, organised into categories. An important element of the 
first part of Barriers to Learning is to demonstrate how very much more complex this is.

The teachers

Teachers can supply nearly all the strategies to address those issues raised by the 
children in Table 0.4. However, there are still many children whose needs will not 
be reached. I have deliberately not included teachers within this book, because so 
many other books address these issues. Barriers to Learning is intended to look beyond 
that and look at the voices and influence of some of the other members of this wider 
school workforce, as well as those with an Integrated Services brief.



TABLE 0.4 Pupils’ voice: barriers to learning

BARRieRS To LeARNiNG WHAT mAKeS LeARNiNG eASieR

Curriculum
 � Times table
 � Science and spelling
 � Tests
 � Some subjects i don’t like
 � i don’t really like reading
 � Homework
 � maths
 � my dragon picture
 � Having to explain things

Curriculum
 � Liking the subject
 � iCT – like PowerPoints
 � iCT – Apple macs
 � Presenting work in different ways
 � Puzzles and games
 � Having a fun way of learning
 � Key facts
 � dinosaurs
 � Pe, football
 � Having stories
 � Art and painting
 � Creative writing

Resources
 � No fingers (for doing mental maths)
 � No helpers
 � No TV
 � Nothing to use
 � No number square
 � untidy writing
 � No equipment
 � Not wearing my glasses

Resources
 � Helpers
 � Having a whiteboard
 � Spelling with a word book
 � using a dictionary
 � Number line
 � Playstation (the school has one as part of 

its iT provision)
 � Cameras
 � Seeing things on the walls
 � ‘Pretty teachers’ (year 6 boy)

Learning ethos
 � Loud voices
 � Just talking at you and telling you what 

you can’t do all the time
 � Not letting kids talk
 � Boring teachers who say the same 

things all the time, anyway so what’s 
the point

 � When you have to do so many questions 
and read them clearly

 � When i can’t draw pictures and colour 
things that will help me

 � Long date on the board to copy
 � Not repeating things
 � Not getting enough time to finish

Learning ethos
 � Having time to do the work
 � Practising things
 � explanations
 � Working in a group or pairs
 � making things 
 � Working outside
 � doing things in an artistic way
 � Trips out
 � discussions when the whole table 

discusses something
 � When everyone joins in and makes it fun
 � Not waiting a lot
 � different ways of writing
 � Not writing a lot
 � Seeing things
 � using syllables
 � Hearing it
 � Being shown
 � music



BARRieRS To LeARNiNG WHAT mAKeS LeARNiNG eASieR

Other children
 � When people talk
 � distractions
 � Nudging me because they are left 

handed
 � No friends

Other children
 � Sitting next to a good person

Myself
 � Get distracted
 � Rushing to get out to play
 � Forgetting things and no time to go over
 � Hard to read, not understanding some 

words
 � Not listening because i don’t know what 

to do
 � Reading tests too hard for me
 � Fidgeting on the carpet and then don’t 

know what to do when i go to my own 
place

 � i don’t really like reading
 � ‘mack’s my wock hard is i am dilecso’

Myself
 � Reading is easy
 � Answer is in front of you
 � Nothing is difficult




